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ABSTRACT

Concurrently with the first nuclear-weapons tests at the Nevada Test Site (NTS)
in 1951, an environmental surveillanceand monitoringprogram was established
offsite, Initial emphasis was on tracking fallout clouds and measuring external
radiationexposure rates,An environmer,tal research program was also initiated,
Establishmentof comprehensive programs has facilitated the ability to address
issues such as the inventoryand distributionof radionuclidesin surface soils,
reconstructionof offsite population doses, and recognitionof areas requiring
additionalinformation.We have learned that a successfulenvironmentalmonitoring
program mustbe flexible and responsiveto change; must address public as well
as technicaland regulatoryconcerns;and resultsmustbe continuouslyinterpreted
to ensure that ali pathways are considered and that the programsare proactive
intheirapproach,

THE BEGINNING

The Nevada Test Site (NTS), located 65 mi northwest of Las Vegas,

Nevada, encompasses 1350 mi 2 in a sparsely populated region of the
Mojave and Great Basin deserts. NTS is surrounded on three sides

by the Nellis Air Force Bombing Ranges, which provide a buffer zone
between the site and public lands. NTS was chosen as a continental

proving ground for nuclear devices in 1950 to reduce expense and

logistics problems associated with conducting nuclear testing in the
mid-Pacific Ocean. The Nevada Operations Office (NVO) in Las Vegas
was created in 1962 and assumed responsibility for operations and

programs at NTS.

The first NTS nuclear detonation was an atmospheric test conducted

in 1951. Testing continued periodically until 1958, when a testing
moratorium was declared by President Eisenhower. After 3 yr, testing
was resumed at NTS in 1961. Ali but five weapons tests conducted
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at the site since 1961 have been detonated deep underground, as
prescribed by the Limited Test Ban Treaty signed in 1963. Currently,
all NTS tests are limited to a maximum yield of 150 kilotons in
accordance with terms of the Threshold Test Ban Treaty of 1974.

The original, primary purpose of the NTS was to provide a continental
site to test nuclear devices. NTS has also been the site of many other
defense- and energy-relate d programs, ranging from research and
development efforts to commercial waste management.

WHY ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

From 1951 to 1962, 124 nuclear tests were conducted at NTS in which
radioactive materials were released to the atmosphere. Through 1988,
approximately 700 announced nuclear tests have been conducted,
mostly underground, resulting in a large subsurface inventolT of

contamination. Above-ground testing resulted in portions of land
surface being contaminated with radioactive materials having half-
lives up to 24,000 yr. Thus, monitoring and surveillance programs were
established. Their objective has been to measure levels and trends of
radioactivity in the environment around test areas to ascertain whether
testing complies with existing radiation protection standards.

As questions and legal challenges were raised by the public, monitoring
programs, which had a single focus on radioactivity, had to adapt
to difierent di,_ections. New programs were developed to address the
specific questions or issues identified. Such programs require the
expertise of many individuals and organizations within the NVO system
in an interdisciplinary approach to problem solving.

While the fbcus on radioactivity has continued, there is a growing
awareness of the nonradiological products and impacts of nuclear
testing programs. Enactment of laws and regulations governing
hazardous materials and other chemicals has necessitated that
monitoring programs be expanded to incorporate a broader spectrum
of concerns.

SPECIFIC MONITa_ING PROGRAMS

A comprehensive offsite environmental program was established in
1951; from 1954 to 1970 the program was conducted by the U. S.
Public Health Service. Since 1970, the U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency, through the Environmental Monitoring and Support
Laboratory of Las Vegas, has been responsible for the program. Part
of this effort includes participation by local communities.
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Because of concerns about local radionuclide contamination from NTS

activities, an environmental surveillance program was established in
1955. In 1966, the program w_ redefined and modified to monitor

and evaluate ambient radioactivity and environmental media at NTS,
including air and water. Today, onsite environmental monitoring is
largely conducted by the Reynolds Engineering and Electric Company
Inc. (REECo).

In addition to these general programs, special efforts have been initiated

at various times to address specific topics and concerns related to
NTS activities. NVO currently has more than 17 organizations

participating in the testing program (Table 1),
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Table 1. Participantsin DOE Nevada Test Site Programs,

CERCorporation WackenhutServices,lhc,
ComputerSciencesCorporation U.S,EnvironmentalProtectionAgency
DepartmentofDefense-DNA PanAmWorldServices,Inc,
DesertResearchInstitute U.S.DepartmentofCommerce-
EG&GEnergyMeasurements,Inc, NOAA/WSNSO
Fenix&Scisson,Inc. OakRidgeNationalLaboratory
Holmes& Narver,Inc. UniversityofCalifornia,LosAngeles
LosAlamosNationalLaboratory LFEEnvironmental
LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratory UniversityOfNevada,LasVegas
SandiaNationalLaboratory McClellanCentralLaboratory
ReynoldsElectrical& EngineeringCo. Inc. EberlineInstrumentCorp.
U.S.GeologicalSurvey Battelle.PacificNorthwestLaboratories
ScienceApplicationsInternationalCorp. Battelle,ColumbusLaboratory

Air ResourcesLaboratory
-- i IiiI iiIii

The former above-ground test areas, which offer unique sites to study

the behavior of plutonium in a desert environment, have been
preserved. In 1970, studies on the behavior of radionuclides in the

environment were initiated by the Nevada Applied Ecology Group
(NAEG). An outgrowth of NAEG was development of an inventory
and distribution of surface contamination, conducted under the

Radionuclide Inventory & Distribution Project. Investigators from 16
organizations (Table 2) participated in NAEG, which has an extensive
listing of publications summarizing results of these studies. The NAEG

program was concluded in 1987.
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Since then, interest has increased in assessing changes in the
radiological and ecological conditions at NTS and in surrounding areas
and in providing data needed for compliance according to applicable
environmental laws. The Basic Environmental Monitoring and
Compliance Program focuses on updating key parameters for use in
compliance assessments,

Table2. Participantsinthe NevadaAppliedEcologyGroup,

U.S.EnviionmentalProtectionAgency OakRidgeNationalLaboratory

UniversityofCalifornia,LosAngeles LFEEnvironmental
UniversityofNevada,LasVegas EG&GEnergyMeasurements
ReynoldsElectrical&EngineeringCo,Inc, Holmes&Narver,Inc,
McClellanCentralLaboratory EberllneInstrumentCorp,

LosAlamosNationalLaboratory Battelle,PacificNorthwestLaborator(es
LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratory Battelle,ColumbusLaboratory
AirResourcesLaboratory DesertResearchInstitute

e
As a result of claims alleging harm from radioactive fallout and requests
for historic and current fallout information, the Off-Site Radiation
Exposure Review Project (ORERP) was initiated in 19'/9 to collect
historical data and reconstruct historic radiation doses from N'rs

operations. The project reviews, reconstructs, and verifies historic data;
conducts field work to verify predictions; and develops complex models
of exposure pathways specific to identified locations. This project
incorporates the expertise of several organizations.

Although concerns over surface radiation and its impacts have been
the focus of much past and continuing study, subsurface radioactivity
is also of interest. Data from ground-water studies, conducted for many
years, have been considered in siting underground tests. In 19'/3, the
Radionuclide Migration in Groundwater (RNM) program was initiated
to develop information regarding the.movement of radionuclides away
from a testing area. In 1988, the RNM program became the Hydrology
Radionuclide Migration Program. The original scope was expanded
to include hydrologic considerations in migration studies.

Other programs to demonstrate compliance with environmental
regulations or requirements have also been conducted at NTS. For
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example, The Desert Research Institute conducts archaeological
surveys where land disturbances have taken place or will occur. Surveys
of endangered wildlife species are conducted by EG&G and REECo
to verify compliance with state and federal regulations.

The programs discussed above are largely independent of the testing
program regarding programmatic direction and funding. However, the
testing program includes additional efforts related to environmental
monitoring and surveillance. For example, the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration operates the Weather Service Nuclear
Support Office, which provides 24-ht routine and emergency weather
forecasting for NTS. The U.S. Geological Survey conducts extensive
programs on the geology of NTS in support of the test program. This
information is also used to answer questions about hydrology and
environmental transport.

The creation of new programs sucI: _ the DOE Environmental
Restoration program; the passage of laws like the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, the Comprehensive Environmental
Restoration Compensation and Liability Act, and Superfund
Amendment and Reauthorization Act; and the imposition of new DOE
Orders mandate the expansion, modification, or adaptation of existing
programs. The challenge is to identify limited resources and maximize
the flexibility of existing programs to address present and future needs.

EXPERIENCE AT NTS

Programs at NTS have several unique features and have produced
valuable information. Lessons learned may be particularly important
as future DOE programs grow in complexity and significance.

NVO environmental programs are large and diverse. While drawing
on the expertise of many specialists to address particular questions
provides bepefits, there can be lack of coordination or communication
across projects or programs. Although the products are generally
without parallel in quality, programs often duplicate efforts. Several
organizations within NVO are responsible for program direction and
focus on their specific needs. The absence of centralized coordination
and focus may result in a lack of clarity in purpose and direction.

Given the breadth of program interests, the number of organizations
participating in NTS programs continues to be large and diverse.
Participants include DOE contractors from both NVO and other Field
Offices, national laboratories, universities, and private consultants. This
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design utilizes a wide range of technical expertise and organizational
potential to address a problem. However, the diversity of individuals
and organizations results in real challenges in management and
direction, as well as in optimal use of available funds. Without strong
DOE leadership and technical direction, individual interests may
supersede the collective interest in accomplishing program goals.

As individuals and organizations in NTS programs are diverse, methods
of data management have been diverse. Each investigator collects data
and enters them in a system, and there has been little or no coordination
or standardization of data management. Consequently, there are
numerous data sets; most are limited or narrowly focused, and
unrelated to each other; even those within the same organization may
be duplicative. The difficulty in achieving uniform quality is secondary
to the need to have data immediately accessible to synthesize or assess
results or conclusions of the larger program.

CONCLUSIONS

Environmental programs at NTS have produced valuable and
innovative results. The NAEG program established the baseline for
much of the bioenvironmental work at NTS. The ORERP program serves
as the model for dose reconstruction, for involvement of the public,
and for conducting external peer review in such programs. Public
participation in the environmental monitoring program at town hall
meetings has been an example for similar programs.

The advantages and disadvantages of multiple participant programs
are clear. Without strong, coordinated management at ali levels
throughout a program's duration, delay and failure may occur.
Coordinated data management is vital to the success 5f a program,
as is the establishment of clear quality assurance requirements.


